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HTC has recently shown off its new dazzling creation, HTC Titan II at the Developer Summit 2012. It
is the first 4G LTE Window phone under the banner of HTC.

HTC CEO Ralph De la Vega, unveiling HTC Titan II at the Developer Summit 2012, said that the
device would be carried by AT&T in the US. The device is supposed to be coming with 16 MP rear
camera and gigantic memory space. Thus this new smart phone of the HTC boasts to take place of
your digital professional camera. The camera of the phone like a professional one is equipped with
a number of photography related tools. So, if you are planning to buy the device, you must know
what it is stuffed with.

HTC Titan II: Powerful 16MP Camera

Since the Titan II has 16MP incomparable camera, the handset will be known for photo shooting
features than anything else, notwithstanding the availability of wide numbers of camera phones in
the market. However, this handset will be having my Touch slide and Amaze on T-mobile.
Furthermore, it is fitted with BurstShot and several other shooting modes. All these shooting
capabilities will be available on Android OS.

The mobile phone manufacturer is also going to introduce this marvelous camera phone on
Windows Phone OS. As the Microsoft supports the device only for OS, HTC has shown full freedom
on camera and other user interface on the Titan II. Thatâ€™s why you can expect this handset not to be
much different from other devices of the company in shape and looks. According to HTC, this new
creation can capture pictures and videos even in insufficient light.  To shoot pictures in low light, the
handset is integrated with backlit illuminated sensor. But, you will not feel happy to know that the
device is not able to support 1080p HD, for it is powered by a single core application processor. To
tell clearly, it is able to shoot video at 720p resolution and no more.

4G LTE Connectivity

HTC Titan II is going to be the first 16MP camera phone that has Windows Phone platform.
Furthermore, the widget can work on AT&T, the second largest 4G LTE service provider in the US.
As for other features, it will be having what you would love to enjoy. Just keep your finger crossed
for its arrival in the market.

For more information please visit our website â€“ HTC Sensation XE Contract @
http://www.HTCsensationxedeals.co.uk/HTC-sensation-xe-contract.html
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HTC Sensation XE Pay Monthly. Visit for more info :- http://www.HTCsensationxedeals.co.uk/
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